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We investigate the K∗Λ(1116) photoproduction off the proton target, employing the tree-level
Born approximation within the effective Lagrangian approach. We take into account the κ, K,
and K∗ exchanges in the t channel in addition to the ground-state nucleon- and hyperon-pole
contributions in the s and u channels with the gauge-invariant form-factor scheme. The nucleon
and hyperon resonances, D13(2080) and Σ
∗(1385) are also included. We take into account the Regge
trajectories of the strange-mesons for the t-channel contributions in such a way that the Feynman
and Regge propagators are interpolated smoothly for the relevant photon energy region. We provide
numerical results for the differential cross sections, which result in qualitatively good agreement with
the presently available experimental data from CLAS collaboration at Jefferson laboratory. It turns
out that the Feynman-Regge interpolation for the meson exchanges play a critical role in reproducing
the data simultaneously for the low and relatively high energy regions. We also compute the total
cross sections, momentum-transfer dependence of the differential cross sections in the t-channel, and
the photon-beam asymmetry as useful guides for future experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Strange-meson photoproduction is one of the important subjects in hadron physics for decades. Employing the
structureless-clean probe in the relatively-low energy region, i.e. the photon beam with the nucleon target, one can
understand the production mechanisms for the strange hadrons and obtain various information on their internal struc-
tures, beyond the SU(2) isospin symmetry, although the photon behaves as a structural particle at very high-energy
regions, which are far beyond our scope. Among various strangeness production processes, the kaon photoproduction
has been investigated intensively in both sides of experiment [1–5] and theory [6–9], which indicate a considerable
amount of resonant contributions in addition to the non-resonant background ones. In contrast to that, the strange
vector meson, K∗(892, 1−) had not been well explored to date experimentally [10–12], whereas there have been several
theoretical works [13–18]. However, it becomes possible to measure the observables in photoproduction of the heavier
meson with much more statistics, as the photon-beam experimental facilities are recently planning to upgrade their
photon-beam energy, such as LEPS2 at SPring-8 and CLAS12 at Jefferson laboratory [19–21]. Therefore, it is an
urgent and important task to provide theoretical predictions as a guide for these new experiments. We note that
there are several experimental data and ongoing analyses for the K∗ photoproduction by LEPS [22] and CLAS [23]
collaborations.
In the present work, we would like to investigate the K∗ photoproduction from the proton target, γN → K∗Λ(1116).
As a theoretical framework, we employ the effective Lagrangian approach at the tree-level Born approximation. We
also make use of the gauge-invariant prescription for the form factors which conserves the photoproduction current in
the presence of them, satisfying the Ward-Takahashi identity for the scattering amplitude [24–26]. This phenomeno-
logical prescription for form factors also fulfills the crossing symmetry and on-shell condition, simultaneously. We
already have verified that this prescription reproduces the experimental data qualitatively well for various hyperon
photoproductions [16, 28–31]. At the tree level, we will take into account the baryon-pole contributions from the
ground-state proton and hyperons (Λ, Σ, Σ∗) in the s and u channels, respectively. In addition, we consider the
hyperon and nucleon resonances, Σ∗(1385) and D13(2080). We notice that D13 was turned out to be the most crucial
contribution in the present reaction process [32]. The strange meson-pole contributions are also considered, using
the scalar, pseudoscalar, and vector kaon exchanges, i.e. κ, K, and K∗, respectively. As in Refs. [14, 33–36], the
Regge trajectories in the t channel play an important role in reproducing experimental data especially in the high-
energy region. However, as discussed in Refs. [28, 31], even in the relatively low-energy region, the Regge trajectories
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FIG. 1: Relevant Feynman diagrams for K∗ photoproduction off the nucleon target at tree level. Four momenta of the incident
photon, target nucleon, outgoing K∗, and recoil hyperon are denoted by k1, p1, k2, and p2, respectively. Ground-state and
resonant nucleon- and hyperon-pole contributions are depicted in the s- and u-channel, respectively, whereas those of strangeness
meson-poles are in the t channel. The contact term is necessary for gauge invariance of the photoproduction amplitude.
contribute to a certain extend, resulting in the possible smooth interpolation between the Feynman and Regge propa-
gators in the intermediate-energy region. Hence, following the idea of Refs. [28, 31], we make use of this interpolation
prescription in a simplified form. We also perform the estimations for the theoretical uncertainties in the numerical
results, according to the various parameters in the present work.
We provide numerical results for the angular and energy dependences of the cross sections for the present reaction
processes, i.e. dσ/d cos θ and σ. The numerical results show qualitatively good agreement with the presently available
but preliminary experimental data for the angular dependences from CLAS collaboration at Jefferson laboratory 1 [3].
We observe that the contribution of the magnetic-dipole moment of the K∗ from the γK∗K∗ vertex is crucial to
reproduce the data especially in the forward-scattering region. It turns out that the interpolation of the Feynman-
Regge prescription plays a crucial role in reproducing the data qualitatively well for the low and relatively high energy
regions simultaneously. The D13 contribution performs also a significant role in producing the total cross section.
Moreover, we also present the numerical results for the t-channel momentum-transfer dependence, dσ/dt and the
photon-beam asymmetry Σ for future experiments.
The present work is structured as follows. In Section II, we briefly introduce the theoretical framework for the
computation of the K∗Λ photoproduction off the proton target. The numerical results with related discussions are
given in Section III. We close the present work with summary and conclusion in Section IV.
II. THEORETICAL FORMALISMS
In this Section, we explain briefly the theoretical framework to compute the K∗Λ photoproduction off the nucleon
target at tree level in general. The relevant Feynman diagrams for the present production process are depicted in
Figure 1, where the four momenta of the particles are defined. We take into account (N,N∗)-nucleon and (Λ,Σ,Σ∗)-
hyperon poles in the s and u channels, respectively. In the t channel, there are three different strange-meson exchanges,
i.e. those from the scalar κ(800, 0+), pseudoscalar K(495, 0−), and vector K∗(892, 1−) mesons. In addition to these
conventional Born contributions, one needs the contact-interaction term for gauge invariance of the scattering ampli-
tude in terms of the Ward-Takahashi (WT) identity. Now, we first define the Lagrangians for all the electromagnetic
(EM) interaction vertices as follows:
LγBB = −B¯
[
eB /A− eκB
4MB
(σ · F )
]
B,
LγPP = eP
[
P (∂µP
†)− P †(∂µP )
]
Aµ,
LγV V = ieV
[
V νG†µν − V †νGµν
]
Aµ + ieµV V
†µV νFµν +
ieQV
M2V
G†µνG
ν
ρF
ρµ,
LγPV = gγPV µνσρ(∂µAν)(∂σVρ)P + h.c.,
LγSV = gγSV SGµνFµν + h.c., (1)
1 We note the experimental data were approved to be used in this work by the author of Ref. [3] as indicated in the acknowledgment.
3where B, Aµ, P , V , and S stand for the spin-1/2 baryon, photon, pseudoscalar K(495, 0
−), vector K∗(892, 1−), and
scalar κ(800, 0+) strange-meson fields, respectively. The eh and e for the electric charge for a hadron h and unit
electric charge. Similarly, we set Mh to be the mass of the hadron h. The field strength tensors for the photon
and K∗ are assigned as Fµν and Gµν , and the σ · F stands for σµνFµν , where the antisymmetric tensor is given by
σµν ≡ i(γµγν − γνγµ)/2. The nucleon anomalous magnetic moment is denoted by κN , employing κp = 1.79 for the
proton for instance [27]. We also use the following values for the hyperon electromagnetic (EM) vertices: κΛ = −0.61
for γΛΛ and κΛΣ∗ = 1.61 for γΛΣ
∗, respectively [27]. The mesonic magnetic-transition couplings can be computed
employing the experimental information [27] and estimated as:
g
(charged,neutral)
γKK∗ = (−0.254/GeV,−0.388/GeV), g(charged,neutral)γκK∗ = (0.120/GeV, 0.240/GeV). (2)
We note that, in consideration of the CP-conserving γV V vertex, it contains three different EM couplings as the
electric-monopole (eV ), magnetic-dipole (µV ) and magnetic-quadrupole (QV ) moments [37]. In the present work,
as we verified, since the quadrupole-moment contributions are practically negligible, we take into account only the
monopole- and dipole-moment contributions for the K∗ exchange for brevity [38], and the numerical inputs for the
dipole moment are given as µK∗+ = 2.5 [37, 38].
Beside the EM-interaction vertices defined in Eq. (1), we are in a position to define the Lagrangians for the strong-
interaction vertices which read:
LV NY = −Y¯
[
gV NY /V
∗ − g
T
V NY
2(MN +MY )
(σ ·G)
]
N + h.c.,
LPNY = −igPNY Y¯ γ5PN + h.c.,
LSNY = −gSNY Y¯ SN + h.c.,
LγV NY = − eV g
T
V NY
2(MN +MY )
Y¯ (σ ·G)N + h.c., (3)
where N and Y indicate the ground-state nucleon and ground-state hyperon fields. The relevant strong couplings can
be estimated by the potential models, such as the Nijmegen soft-core (NSC) potential model. Following the NSC97a
(NSC97f) model [39], we have gKNΛ = −13.42 (−17.42), gVK∗NΛ = −4.26 (−6.11), gTK∗NΛ = −11.31 (−14.85), and
gκNΛ = −8.31 (−10.01). In the numerical calculations, we will consider these two parameter sets in order to verify the
theoretical uncertainties. We define the magnetic-transition vertices for the hyperon resonance, Y ∗ ≡ Σ∗(1385, 3/2+)
contribution as follows:
LγY Y ∗ = − ieµγY Y
∗
2MY
Y¯ ∗µ γνΓ5F
µνY − eµ¯γY Y ∗
4M2Y
Y¯ ∗µ Γ5F
µν(∂νY ) + h.c. ,
LV NY ∗ = − igV NY
∗
MV
Y¯ ∗µ γνΓ5G
µνN + h.c.. (4)
As for Σ∗, we utilize the Rarita-Schwinger (RS) formalism for the spin-3/2 [40, 41]. In the above equations, the 4× 4
matrix Γ5 is chosen according to the parity of Y
∗ as follows:
Γ5 =
{
γ5 for Π(Y
∗) = +1,
14×4 for Π(Y ∗) = −1, (5)
where Π stands for the parity operator for Y ∗. In the present work, we choose Π = +1, indicating Σ∗. For the input
values of the relevant couplings in Eq. (4), we use µγΛΣ∗0 = 3.78, µ¯γΛΣ∗0 = 3.18, and gK∗NΣ∗ = −2.6 by considering
the experimental and theoretical studies as given in Ref. [13] and references therein. All the relevant numerical inputs
are summarized in Table I.
Now, we are in a position to consider the nucleon-resonance contribution. In Ref. [32], several nucleon resonances
were taken into account for the K∗ photoproduction, and it turns out that D13(2080) plays a most crucial role in
reproducing observables in the vicinity of the threshold region. Hence, in the present work, similarly, we employ that
nucleon resonance in order to see the resonance effects for the present reaction process. The relevant EM and strong
interaction Lagrangians can be written as follows:
LγND13 = −
ieh1D13
2MN
N¯γνF
µνN∗µ −
eh2D13
(2MN )2
∂νN¯F
µνN∗µ + h.c.,
−gKNΛ −gVK∗NΛ −gTK∗NΛ −gκNΛ gchargedγKK∗ gneutralγKK∗ gchargedγκK∗ gneutralγκK∗ κΛ κΛΣ0 µV
13.42(17.42) 4.26(6.11) 11.31(14.85) 8.31(10.01) − 0.254
GeV
− 0.388
GeV
0.120
GeV
0.240
GeV
−0.61 1.61 2.50
TABLE I: Relevant couplings for the ground-state-particle contributions in Eq. (8).
4LK∗D13Λ = −
ig1D13
2MN
Λ¯γνK
∗µνN∗µ −
g2D13
(2MN )2
∂νΛ¯K
∗µνN∗µ +
g3D13
(2MN )2
Λ¯∂νK
∗µνN∗µ + h.c., (6)
where N∗ ≡ D13(2080, 3/2−) stands for the field for the nucleon resonances with a certain spin and parity. The
EM coupling constants are determined by using the experimental data for the helicity amplitudes [27] and the quark
model predictions of Ref. [43], which gives h1D13 = 0.61 and h2D13 = −0.62. The strong coupling constants in Eq. (6)
can be determined from the theoretical estimations for the partial-wave decay amplitudes [44],
ΓN∗→K∗Λ =
∑
`
|G(`)|2. (7)
Here, ΓN∗→K∗Λ is the partial-decay width of N∗ → K∗Λ. The values for the partial-wave coupling strengths G(`)
can be found, e.g., in Ref. [44]. Since the purpose of the present work is to investigate the role of nucleon resonances
in the low-energy regions, it must be a good approximation to take into account only the lowest partial-wave (s-wave)
contribution. Hence, we consider only the term proportional to g1D13 in Eq. (6), employing only G(` = 0). Then
by using Eq. (7) and the theoretical value from Ref. [44], we obtain |g1D13 | = 1.59 [32]. The signs of these strong
coupling constants are determined by fitting the experimental data. All the relevant parameters for the resonance
contributions are listed in Table. II.
Taking into account all the ingredients discussed so far, one can easily derive the the scattering amplitudes for the
present production process:
iMs = −iu¯2
[
gV NY /2 +
gTV NY
2(MN +MY )
[/k2, /2]
] [
/k1Fs + (/p1 +MN )Fc
s−M2N
] [
eN/1 +
eκN
4MN
[/1, /k1]
]
u1,
iMuY = −iu¯2
[
eY /1 +
eκY
4MY
[/1, /k1]
] [
(/p2 +MY )Fc − /k1Fu
u−M2Y
] [
gV NY /2 +
gTV NY
2(MN +MY )
[/k2, /2]
]
u1,
iMtS = −igγSV gSNY u¯2DtSu1 [(k1 · k2)(1 · 2)− (k1 · 2)(k2 · 1)]FtS ,
iMtP = −gγPV gPNY u¯2γ5DtP u1
(
µναβk
µ
1 
νkα2 η
β
)
FtP ,
iMtV = −ieV (k1 · 2)u¯2DtV
[
gV NY /1 +
gTV NY
2(MN +MY )
[ /Q, /1]− gV NY
M2V
/Q(Q · 1)
]
u1Fc
− 2ieV (k2 · 1)u¯2DtV
[
gV NY /2 +
gTV NY
2(MN +MY )
[ /Q, /2]− gV NY
M2V
/Q(Q · 2)
]
u1Fc
+ ieV (1 · 2)u¯2DtV
[
gV NY /k2 +
gTV NY
2(MN +MY )
[ /Q, /k2]− gV NY
M2V
/Q(Q · k2)
]
u1Fc
− iegV NY µV u¯2DtV
{
[/k1(1 · 2)− /1(k1 · 2)] + /Q
M2V
[(1 ·Q)(k1 · 2)− (k1 ·Q)(1 · 2)}
]
u1FtV ,
iMc = ieV u¯2
[
gTV NY
2(MN +MY )
[/1, /2]
]
u1Fc,
iMuY ∗ =
ieµγY Y ∗gV NY ∗
2MVMY
u¯2Γ5M4×4Γ5u1FuY ∗ +
ieµ¯γY Y ∗gV NY ∗
4MVM2Y
u¯2Γ5M¯4×4Γ5u1FuY ∗ ,
iMsN∗ =
ig1D13
2MN
∗2ν u¯2γσ(k
β
2 g
νσ − kσ2 gνβ)DN∗,βα
[
eh1D13
2MN
γδ +
eh2D13
4M2N
p1δ
]
(kα1 g
µδ − kδ1gαµ)1µu1FsN∗ . (8)
Note that, in deriving MtV and Mcontact, we have used the minimal gauge substitution ∂µ → ∂µ + iVµ for the
K∗ momentum derivative, and also assigned momentum Q as Q = k2 − k1. The relevant Lorentz structures M4×4
and M¯4×4 for the Y ∗-pole contribution are given in Appendix. From the RS formalism [40], the spin-3/2 fermion
propagator reads:
DµνY ∗,N∗(`) =
/`+MY ∗,N∗
`2 −M2Y ∗,N∗
[
gµν − 1
3
γµγν − 1
3MY ∗,N∗
(γµ`ν − γν`µ)− 2
3M2Y ∗,N∗
`µ`ν
]
. (9)
The mesonic propagators are simply defined as follows:
DtS =
1
t−M2tS
, DtP =
1
t−M2tP
, DtV =
1
t−M2tV
. (10)
µγΛΣ∗0 µ¯γΛΣ∗0 gK∗NΣ∗ h1D13 h2D13 |g1D13 | g2D13 g3D13
3.78 3.18 −2.60 0.61 −0.62 1.59 0.0 0.0
TABLE II: Relevant couplings for the resonance-particle contributions in Eq. (8).
5Here, we used the notation Mt(S,P,V ) , indicating the mass of the (scalar, pseudoscalar, vector) particle, exchanged in
the t channel. Since the nucleon resonance has a finite full-decay width, we consider it by modifying the denominator
in Eq. (9) as
1
`2 −M2D13
→ 1
`2 −M2D13 + iΓD13MD13
, (11)
where we have chosen ΓD13 ≈ 350 MeV, which is almost an average value for those listed in Ref. [27].
In order to consider the spatial distribution of the hadrons involved here, it is necessary to employ phenomeno-
logical form factors for the EM and strong vertices. In the present work, following the gauge-invariance form-factor
prescription, suggested and applied in Refs. [24–26], we make use of that defined as:
FX =
Λ4
Λ4 + (X −M2X)2
, Fc = 1− (1− FsN )(1− FtV ), (12)
where X = sN,N∗ , tS,P,V , uY,Y ∗ , collectively. For instance, in the t channel exchange, X = tS,P,V , we have three
different form factors, FtS,P,V , corresponding to each exchanged meson, (κ,K,K
∗). Note that FX in Eq. (12) fulfills the
crossing symmetry. Fc is a common form factor, which is taken into account for the gauge invariance of the scattering
amplitude [24–26]. Moreover, this prescription satisfies the on-shell condition of form factors, i.e. F (Q2 = 0) = 1.
The cutoff mass Λ for the form factor will be determined to reproduce experimental data in the next Section.
Now, we want to discuss on the t-channel Regge trajectories, which are essential to extend the low-energy Born
approximation to a certain high-energy region. Moreover, as discussed in Refs. [28, 31], there can be a smooth
interpolation between the conventional Born terms and Regge approaches even in the lower-energy region, although
the Regge contribution becomes more significant in the higher-energy region. As in Refs. [14, 33–36], the t-channel
Regge propagator can be written generically as follows:
DReggeT =
piα′T
sin(piαT )Γ(1 + αT − nT )
(
s
s0
)αT−nT
, (13)
where T = (tS , tP , tV ) and (ntS , ntP , ntV ) = (0, 0, 1). αT denotes the Regge trajectory for the strange meson,
(κ,K,K∗) as a function of t with the slope of the trajectories, α′T . As for each meson, the trajectory reads:
αtS (t) = α
′
tS (t−M2tS ), αtP (t) = α′tP (t−M2tP ), αtV (t) = α′tV (t−M2tV ) + 1, (14)
where the slope parameters are chosen to be (α′tS , α
′
tP , α
′
tV ) = (0.7, 0.7, 0.85)/GeV
2. These slope parameters are taken
from Refs. [14, 34–36], and we will keep these values unchanged throughout this work. We set s0 = 1.0 GeV for all
the mesons conventionally [34–36]. Here is a caveat: In deriving Eq. (13), all the even and odd spin trajectories
are assumed to be degenerate, although in reality these trajectories are not degenerated [34–36]. Moreover, for
convenience, we have set the phase factor for the propagators to be positive unity as done in Ref. [14]. Hereafter, we
will use a notation iMRegge for the amplitude thus constructed with the Regge propagators in Eq. (13) as
D(tS ,tP ,tV ) → [t−M(tS ,tP ,tV )]DRegge(tS ,tP ,tV ). (15)
Note that this simple replacement causes a problem to the gauge invariance of the scattering amplitude. Hence,
we follow the remedy as suggested in Ref. [14], in which one multiplies (t −M2tV )DReggetV to the nonzero terms in
ik1 · Mtotal = ikγ · Mtotal, by setting all the form factors unity.
As mentioned briefly above, we consider the interpolation between the Feynman and Regge propagators. It is
worth mentioning that this Feynman-Regge interpolation is highly phenomenological without concrete theoretical
bases. However, in a practical point of view, this prescription nevertheless reproduces data qualitatively well as
demonstrated in Refs. [28, 31]. Hence, we want to employ the prescription in a simplified form in the present work,
and to see its reliability. Analytically, this interpolation can be achieved by the following replacements:
F(tS ,tP ,tV ) → R(S,P,V )[t−M2(tS ,tP ,tV )]DRegge(tS ,tP ,tV ) + (1−R(S,P,V ))F(tS ,tP ,tV ) ≡ F¯(tS ,tP ,tV ),
Fc → Rc(t−M2tV )DReggeV + (1−Rc)Fc ≡ F¯c, (16)
where F¯(tS ,tP ,tV ) and F¯c denote the form factors to interpolate the propagators between the Feynman and Regge
regimes. As easily understood in Eq. (16), one can mix the pure Feynman and Regge propagators by adjusting the
values of the mixing parameter, RS,P,V,c, from zero to unity. Setting RS,P,V,c = 0 and 1, we recover the Feynman
and Regge ones, respectively. The values for those RS,P,V,c will be determined to reproduce the experimental data
6in the next Section. It is worth noting that, in principle, the mixing parameter can be a function of s as well as
t as discussed in Refs. [28, 31]. However, in this work, we treat the mixing parameters to vary from zero to unity
for convenience. Even in this simplified version, one can figure out what portion of the Regge contributions are in
each energy region. Finally, the total scattering amplitude with the interpolation prescription on top of the gauge
invariance can be written as follows:
Mtotal = (MEs +MEtV +Mc)F¯c + (MMuΛ +MuΣ +MuΣ∗ )Fu +MsN∗Fs +MtS F¯tS +MtP F¯tP +MMtV F¯tV , (17)
where the superscripts E and M indicate the amplitudes with electric and magnetic interaction vertices, respectively.
We note that the scheme for the form-factors as shown in Eq. (17) is equivalent in principle to that in Ref. [13]. Note
that, in contrast, we employ the same type of the form factor defined in Eq. (12) for all the channels with a single
cutoff mass Λ, whereas the dipole-type form factors were used for the t-channel contributions with different cutoff
masses in Ref. [13].
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this Section, we present the numerical results and related discussions for the K∗Λ photoproduction off the
proton target. First, we present the differential cross section in the panels (a ∼ f) of Figure. 2 as a function of cos θ, in
which θ stands for an angle between the incident photon and outgoing kaon in the center-of-mass (cm) frame, for the
different photon energies, Eγ = (2.16 ∼ 2.65) GeV. The preliminary experimental data are taken from Ref. [3]. As we
mentioned in the previous Section, our numerical results are computed using the interpolation, given by Eq. (17), and
all the model parameters, such as the cutoff mass Λ in Eq. (12) and mixing parameter R in Eq. (16), are determined
so as to reproduce the experimental data. In order to test the theoretical uncertainties arise from those various
parameters, we vary them as follows:
Λ = (500 ∼ 550) MeV, RS,P,V = (0.45 ∼ 0.6), (18)
for two different sets for the strong couplings from NSC97a and NSC97f as in Table. I. For convenience, we fix Rc = 0.0
as a trial. For instance, the value RS,P,V = 0.5 indicates physically that the production strength is resulted evenly
by the Regge and Feynman contributions in the energy region Eγ = (2.15 ∼ 2.65) GeV, whereas all the electric
contributions are those from the pure Born terms as understood by Rc = 0 in Eqs. (16) and (17). The combined
theoretical uncertainties from Λ, RS,P,V , and the coupling sets are presented by the shaded bands in Figure. 2. The
solid and dot lines indicate the numerical results with and without D13, respectively, using the averaged parameters,
which are
Λ = 525 MeV, RS,P,V = 0.53, gKNΛ = −15.42, gVK∗NΛ = −5.19, gTK∗NΛ = −13.08, gκNΛ = −9.16. (19)
Since the data are reproduced quantitatively well for all the photon energies as shown in the figure, we may consider
that the interpolation prescription is very useful to describe the production mechanism for the wide energy range,
simultaneously. There appears, however, a sizable underestimate in the backward scattering region, since we do not
have enough u-channel contributions from the hyperon poles, except for Λ, Σ, and Σ∗. Similar observation was already
reported in Ref. [32]. Although the inclusion of more hyperon in the u-channel may lead to better reproduction of
the data, we did not do that, since it also brings more theoretical uncertainties, considering the lack of experimental
and theoretical information for them. As for Eγ = 2.65 GeV, we observe a strong overshoot in the forward-scattering
region in comparison to the experimental data. We verified that this originated from the strong interference between
the K and κ contributions at this energy region. To tame such an overshoot, one may need destructive interferences
with higher-spin meson exchanges, such as the tensor mesons, for instance. Another possible remedy for this overshoot
is to make the parameter R a function of energy as in Ref. [28, 31]. It turns out that the resonance contributions are
not so significant for the differential cross sections as understood by seeing the curves with (solid) and without (dot)
D13. As the energy increases, the resonance contribution gets diminished as expected, i.e. the resonance is effective
near the threshold with a finite decay width.
In the same manner of presentation with Figure 2, we show the numerical results for the total cross section within
the present framework in Figure 3. In the panel (a) of Figure 3, we draw the curves as functions of Eγ . If we compare
the curves with (solid) and without (dot) D13, there appears considerable enhancement near the threshold region
due to the resonance. In the panel (b) of Figure 3, we draw each contribution separately to the present reaction
process. Note that only K- and K∗-exchanges, D13 and contact-term contributions are clearly visible, whereas other
contributions are almost negligible in comparison to them. Therefore, we can conclude that the (K,K∗)-exchange
and contact-term contributions play most dominant roles to produce the curves for the total cross section. Again, we
clearly see the resonance contribution, peaking at Eγ = (1.8 ∼ 1.9) GeV.
7Fianally, we present the numerical results for the momentum-transfer dependence of the dσ/dt as a function of −t
(a) and the photon-beam asymmetry Σ defined in Eq. (20) as a function of cos θ (b) in Figure 4 for Eγ = (2.15 ∼ 2.65)
GeV :
Σ =
dσ‖ − dσ⊥
dσ‖ + dσ⊥
, (20)
where dσ‖ and dσ⊥ represent the differential cross sections with the polarized photon beam being parallel and per-
pendicular to the reaction plane, respectively. Note that all the curves were computed using the parameters given
in Eq. (19). The thick and thin lines represent the numerical results with and without D13. We observe that the
resonance contribution from D13 is not so significant for those physical observables, as shown in Figure 4. The numer-
ical results for the momentum-transfer dependence of the differential cross section and the beam asymmetry will be
useful guides for ongoing and future experiments which can test the reliability of the present theoretical framework,
in particular, for the prescription for the interpolation between the Feynman-Regge propagators.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this letter, we have studied the K∗Λ photoproduction off the proton target, γp→ K∗+Λ. For this purpose, we
employed the effective Lagrangian approach at tree level. To consider the Regge trajectories in the strange-meson
exchanges in the t channel, we took into account the interpolation between the Feynman-Regge regimes based on
the phenomenological prescription. We included baryon-resonance contributions from D13(2080, 3/2
−) as well as
Σ∗(1385, 3/2+) in the s and u channels, respectively. The gauge-invariant form-factors scheme was used consistently
with all the channels, which satisfies the crossing symmetry as well as the on-shell condition, even in the presence
of the Feynman-Regge interpolation prescription. The estimations on the theoretical uncertainties generated from
various model parameters were also performed. Below, we list the important observations of the present theoretical
study:
• The recent CLAS preliminary data for the angular dependence [3] are reproduced qualitatively well with the
interpolation prescription for the relatively wide photon-energy regions, i.e. Eγ = (2.15 ∼ 2.65) GeV. From the
numerical results, we find that the Regge contribution turns out to be effective even in the lower-energy region,
whereas all the contributions from the electric components of the production amplitude are those from the pure
Born terms. It is also found that the contribution from D13 is not significant for the angular dependences and
decreases as Eγ increases.
• There appear sizable underestimates in the angular dependences at the backward angles, which may be due to
the insufficient effects from the u-channel hyperon resonances. We also observe the overshoots in the forward-
scattering region at high energy. In order to improve the model prediction at the forward-scattering region, one
may need to consider the high-spin meson exchange for the destructive interferences with those considered here
in the t channel or more realistic mixing parameters R.
• Numerical results for the total cross section turn out to be effected much by the inclusion of the nucleon resonance
D13 in the vicinity of the threshold. From the numerical results, we also verified that the (K,K
∗)-exchange and
contact-term contributions dominate the present reaction process in addition to the nucleon resonance near the
treshold, while the κ exchange plays a minor role. The momentum-transfer dependence and the photon-beam
asymmetry are also estimated theoretically for the future experimental data analyses.
It is worth mentioning that, although the interpolation of the Feynman and Regge propagators plays a significant
role to reproduce the data qualitatively well, we still have several uncertainties and unknown factors in this highly
phenomenological approach. We also note the possibility that the prescription for the interpolation can be replaced
by other production mechanisms such as various nucleon and hyperon resonances, and tested within the present
framework. We also emphasize that the experimental data used in this work are still preliminary, so that our
theoretical conclusions based on them can be modified by comparison with published data in the near future. More
sophisticated works, including sufficient nucleon and hyperon resonances, realistic mixing parameter R as a function
of energy, and heavier strange-meson contributions, are under progress and will appear elsewhere.
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Appendix
The relevant Lorentz structures M4×4 and M¯4×4 in Eq. (8) are defined as follows:
M4×4 ≡ (k1,µ/1 − /k11,µ)DµνY ∗(k2,ν/2 − /k22,ν),
= − 1
3M2Y ∗
/qu −MY ∗
u−M2Y ∗
[/1/2F(k1, k2)− /1/k2F(k1, 2) + /k1/k2F(1, 2)− /k1/2F(1, k2)] ,
M¯4×4 ≡ [(1 · p2)k1,µ − (k1 · p2)1,µ]DµνY ∗(k2,ν/2 − /k22,ν),
= − 1
3M2Y ∗
/qu −MY ∗
u−M2Y ∗
[/1/2F(k1, k2)− /1/k2F(k1, 2) + /k1/k2F(1, 2)− /k1/2F(1, k2)] , (21)
where qu ≡ p2 − k1 and the 4× 4 matrix function F is defined as
F(ka, kb) = [/ka/kb − 3(ka · kb)]M2Y ∗ + 2(ka · qu)(kb · qu). (22)
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Differential cross sections as functions of cos θ for Eγ = (2.15 ∼ 2.65) GeV shown in the panels (a ∼ f).
Combined theoretical uncertainties are given by the shaded areas for Λ = (500 ∼ 550) MeV and RS,P,V = (0.45 ∼ 0.6), using
NSC97a and NSC97f. The solid and dot lines indicate the numerical results for the averaged parameters in Eq. (19) with and
without D13. The experimental data are taken from the CLAS experiment by Hicks et al. [3].
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Total cross section for the proton target in the panel (a) in the same manner with Figure 2 using the
averaged parameters in Eq. (19). We also show each contribution separately in the panel (b).
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FIG. 4: (Color online) t-channel momentum-transfer dependence of dσ/dt as a function of −t for the proton target for various
photon energies in the panel (a). Photon-beam asymmetry Σ defined in Eq. (20) as a function of cos θ in the panel (b). The
thick and thins lines indicate the results with and without D13, respectively. All the numerical results are computed using the
averaged parameters in Eq. (19).
